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Abstract 

Quantization-free parameter space reduction in ellipse detection 
Kuang Chung Chen 

Ellipse modeling and detection is an important task in many computer vision and pattern recognition 

applications. In this thesis, four Hough-based transform algorithms have been carefully selected, studied 

and analyzed. These techniques include the Standard Hough Transform, Probabilistic Hough Transform, 

Randomized Hough Transform and Directional Information for Parameter Space Decomposition. The four 

algorithms are analyzed and compared against each other in this study using synthetic ellipses. Objects 

such as noise have been introduced to distract ellipse detection in some of the synthetic ellipse images. To 

complete the analysis, real world images were used to test each algorithm resulting in the proposal of a new 

algorithm. 

The proposed algorithm uses the strengths from each of the analyzed algorithms. This new algorithm 

uses the same approach as the Directional Information for Parameter Space Decomposition to determine 

the ellipse center. However, in the process of collecting votes for the ellipse center, pairs of unique edge 

points voted for the center are also kept in an array. A minimum of two pairs of edge points are required to 

determine the ellipse. This significantly reduces the usual five dimensional array requirement needed in the 

Standard Hough Transform. We present results of the experiments with synthetic images demonstrating that 

the proposed method is more effective and robust to noise. Real world applications on complex real world 

images are also performed successfully in the experiments. 
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CHAPTER 1 I 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Detecting elliptical shapes accurately and immediately has been a major issue in computer vision and pattern 

recognition. These elliptical shapes are commonly viewed in real world scenes. Some of these elliptical 

shapes can be found in the human body, such as the head [7], eyes [18] and lips [29]. In the biometric world, 

the eye is often used as a method of personal identification [10]. In driver vigilance and fatigue monitoring 

systems, the gaze of an eye can provide us with information about the attention a driver is placing on the 

road [13] [18] [2] [14]. The appearance of elliptical forms increases on an image through the perspective 

projection of 3-Dimensional circular or elliptical features. This application includes road sign detection [25] 

and cancerous cell counting [23]. 

Some of the methods currently applied to detect ellipses are based on symmetry [28] [17]. However, 

since ellipses of a given image are rarely in perfect condition, the symmetry is hard to apply. Often, segments 

of an ellipse are missing and symmetry can't be used. Other methods of ellipse detection include random 

sampling [20] [22]. These methods have an advantage where memory consumption is kept to the minimum. 

These methods perform well in a real environment where ellipse edge presence is high [19]. However, in 

real world images, where the number of ellipse edges is low, sampling the correct ellipse edges becomes 

more difficult [19]. This difficulty is compounded when random sampling edges must also satisfy a specific 

edge combination. In other words, either the sampled ellipse edges must not be too close to each other or 

only a specific combination of ellipse edges can be used to locate the ellipse parameters accurately. These 
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edge point combinations are normally close to the major and minor axis of the ellipse and far apart from 

each other in order to obtain the best accurate results for ellipse parameters. If they are not, the accuracy 

of the ellipse detection is compromised. Another issue is that random sampling of edges cannot produce 

consistent results. This is why a specific number of trials are necessary to produce the final average result, 

even if it is for the same image. But, if a consistent result is required in a probabilistic model, more trials 

are needed [16]. 

To produce a consistent result in terms of ellipse detection (success/failure) and speed, Hough-based 

transforms can be used. These methods are recognized as a powerful tool in shape detection, or analysis, 

with good results in a noisy and occluded environment. Although the technique has a straight forward 

computation, its primary limitations include lengthy computational time and massive storage requirements. 

These limitations are barely noticeable with today's high power computing, especially for line detection. 

For a complex shape, such as ellipse, the computation slowness and five dimensional storage requirements 

are still obvious. 

Since the introduction of the Hough Transform, many improvements have been made . These improve

ments have targeted performance, software methods, probabilistic models and parallel processing. In the 

case of performance, the algorithms must perform relatively well in a noisy environment. There are in gen

eral two types of noise: random noise and correlated noise. Random noise occurs randomly in the image. 

As for correlated noise, it only happens when two features are being placed together to form a third feature. 

Concerning software methods, algorithms have been rewritten efficiently for specific hardware. One of the 

most popular methods is the lookup table. Using this method, a number of calculations can be performed 

in advance and stored in an array index . This method speeds up the calculation time, but uses an enormous 

amount of memory. 

Other methods based on Hough transforms vary from edge directional information to parameter space 

decomposition. Edge directional information can be used to limit the input range of the parameter space. 

Meanwhile, in the parameter space decomposition, the parameter space can be reduced into separate stages. 

Each stage passes the result into the next. In the case of probabilistic models, algorithms seek to reduce the 

number of redundancies using a smaller sample population size. A comprehensive survey of Hough-based 

transform algorithms can be found in [16]. 
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(a) Image (b) Edges 

Figure 1.1: Edges missing in ellipse 

(a) Eye (b) Edges 

Figure 1.2: An eye and its edges 

1.2 Algorithm Motivation 

Detecting ellipses accurately and quickly is difficult in many computer vision applications. Accurate detec

tion is generally compromised due to the presence of noise, partially hidden ellipse or poor threshold values 

in edge detection, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

Additionally, overlapped ellipse formation interferes with ellipse accuracy detection. This overlapping 

adds complexity to the problem. As an example, an image of an eye is represented in Figure 1.2a and its 

edges are represented by Figure 1.2b. 

As illustrated in Figures 1.3a and 1.3b, extra edges create additional potential ellipses or features in the 

image. These ellipses or features can be overlapped one on top of the others. This overlapping is difficult to 

be spotted even by the naked eyes as illustrated in Figure 1.2b. 

1.3 Background 

An ellipse located at the origin with no axis of rotation can be described as follows: 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1.3: Overlapping ellipses 

[-]2 + [^]2 = l (1) 
a b 

where a is semi-major axis and b is semi-minor axis. 

However, when the axes of ellipse are rotated on an angle <f>, the equations of orientation for the semi-

major and semi-minor axes become: 

x' — x cos 6 + y sin 6 
(2) 

y = —x sin <j> + y cos <p 

Substituting the previous two equations into equation 1, a new ellipse equation located at the origin with 

axis orientation can be obtained by: 

xcos0 + ys in0 2 -xsin</> + ycoscp 2 _ 

a b 

If a translation is performed on the ellipse to (xQ,yo), equation 3 becomes: 

(x - x0) cos <j) + {y- yo) sin </> 2 - ( x - x0) sin </> + (y - y0) cos </> 2 _ 1 

In the following sections, we will present in details the Standard Hough Transform [4], Probabilistic 

Hough Transform [15], Randomized Hough Transform [23] and finally, Parameter Space Decomposition [ 1 ]. 

1.3.1 Standard Hough Transform (SHT) 

As stated previously, detecting elliptical shape is a difficult problem in computer vision. This difficulty 

is primarily due to the variables that describe an ellipse. In the case of an ellipse, there are five variable 
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parameters: center (xo,yo), semi-major axis a, semi-minor axis b and orientation of the ellipse angle </> as 

illustrated in Figure 1.4. 

y-axas 

^ 
x-axjs 

Figure 1.4: Ellipse parameters 

A popular method used to detect ellipses is the Hough Transform. The Standard Hough Transform was 

first proposed in 1962 [11] and later improved by Duda [4]. The basic concept behind the Standard Hough 

Transform in ellipse extraction is to define a two dimensional image space mapping in the xy-plane with a 

five dimensional parameter space mapping in the xoJ/oa^-plane. All possible ellipses in the parameter space 

can be generated from a given point in the image space. This process is then repeated for every other points 

in the image space. The parameter set that appears most frequently indicates the possible presence of an 

ellipse. The counting frequency of a parameter set is constructed using an accumulator cell. This counting 

technique is often referred to as a voting scheme where each accumulator cell represents a parameter set 
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is normally quantized and is initially set to zero. The collection of all the accumulator cells is called the 

accumulator. An example of an accumulator, taking into account the ellipse in Figure 1.5 is presented in 

Figure 1.6. 

%F axis 

Cjj=02 

• > 
x-axts 

Figure 1.5: Ellipse example 

1.3.2 Probabilistic Hough Transform (PHT) 

The Probabilistic Hough Transform was proposed in 1991 by Kiryati [15]. The idea is to reduce the number 

of points across the image evenly as illustrated in Figures 1.7a and 1.7b. After reducing the number of points 

in the image, the Standard Hough Transform is used. This reduction of points reduces the computational 

time. The improvement in the Probabilistic Hough Transform can be explained as follows. Normally, in 

the Standard Hough Transform, there are two phases. The first phase consists of the generation of all the 

possible ellipse parameter sets using every point in the image. The second phase consists of searching for 

the highest accumulator cell. Analyzing these two phases, the first phase clearly takes more time. Using 

only a small percentage of points to compute the first phase clearly reduces the overall computing time. 

Figures 1.8 and 1.9 demonstrate an example of the Probabilistic Hough Transform. The comparison 

between figures 1.6 and 1.9 demonstrate that figure 1.9 is only a scaled down version of Figure 1.6. The 

overall shape of the histogram is retained. Additionally, according to Kiryati [15], the percentage of points 

required from the original image falls in the range of 5% to 15%. 
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Representation of an accumulator 
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Figure 1.6: Accumulator 

1.3.3 Randomized Hough Transform (RHT) 

The Randomized Hough Transform was originally proposed for curves that can be only expressed by a linear 

equation. Curves that are nonlinear cannot be applied directly. Reference [31] provides a brief summary of 

how to apply a Randomized Hough Transform in linear curve while reference [23] details how to apply it to 

an ellipse. 

The algorithm described by McLaughlin [23] is as follows. Select any of the three point's pi(x\ ,Vi),P2(x2,y2) 

and P3(x3,j/3) randomly from the image space and estimate a tangent line at each of the selected points using 

the neighboring points, as illustrated in Figure 1.10. Take any of the two selected points, in our first case p\ 

and p2, and locate their midpoint m\2 and the intersection of their tangent lines £12, as described in Figure 
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(a) All edges (b) 30 of edges 

Figure 1.7: PHT and edges 

4f -axs 

(5038) 

m 
28" A: 

q*fl's 

^ x-axts 

Figure 1.8: Ellipse example with Probabilistic Hough Transform 

1.10. The center (xo,2/o) will lie on the line In that passes through points t\2 and m\2 as described by Yuen 

et al [32]. 

Similarly, take points j>2 and ps and locate their midpoint, 77123. The center of the ellipse is situated on 

the line '23 that passes through £23 and 77123. The approximate center of the ellipse (xo,yo) is situated on the 

intersection of the lines l\2 and hi as described in Figure 1.10. 

The ellipse equation used by McLaughlin is: 



Accumulator for Probabilistic Hough Transform 
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Figure 1.9: Accumulator for Probabilistic Hough Transform 

A(x - x0)
2 + 2B(x - x0){y - y0) + C{y - y0)

2 = 1 

AC - B2 > 0 

and A, B and C are coefficients. 

For simplicity, the center of the ellipse is translated to the origin. Thus, 

Ax2 + 2Bxy + Cy2 = 1 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Substituting the coordinates of the points pi, p2 and p3 into equation 5, a three linear equation system is 

obtained. 
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Figure 1.10: Create tangent lines at point p\, p2 and p3 and find their midpoints m\2 and 77123. 

x\ 2xxy\ y\ 

A 2xi 2/2 y\ 

x% 2xiy3 y|_ 

A 

B 

C 

= 

1 

1 

1 

(8) 

Once elliptical (xo,yo,A,B,C) quadratic equations shown in equation 8 are solved, a translation back to 

the original parameter form is required (x0,yo,a,b,cp) as demonstrated by Inverso [12]. Store the value of the 

ellipse parameters in the accumulator set, if the accumulator set does not exist previously in the accumulator. 

If the accumulator set does exist, combine it with the existing accumulator set found in the accumulator. 
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1.3.4 Parameter Space Decomposition (PSD) 

The idea behind this transform is to use two independent accumulators to gather evidence. The first accu

mulator is used to gather evidence regarding the ellipse center and the second accumulator is used to gather 

evidence about a, b and <fi. 

This transform focuses on locating a map using two selected points, p\ and pi, to find the ellipse center 

(xo,2/o)- Once the ellipse center (xo,2/o) has been located, it can be used as an input to gather additional 

evidence regarding parameters a, b and (j>. 

Figure 1.11: Geometrical relationship between the two randomly selected points and their tangent line 

Take any of the two selected points, in our first case pi and P2, and locate their midpoint m\i and the 

intersection of their tangent lines £12, as illustrated in Figure 1.11. Let L\ be aline that passes through point 

P\ and ii2- Let Li be a line that passes through points pi and t\2- Then, equations L\ and L<i are described 

as the following, where slopei and slopei are the slopes of L\ and Li, respectively. 

L\ — slope\x + c\ 
(9) 

Li = slopeix + ci 
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where c\ and c2 are constants. 

, Vt-Vi 
slopei = 

xt - xi 
, Vt-V2 

siope2 = 
Xt - X2 

Solving c\ and c2 in Equation 9 using point t\2, it can be determined that 

Vt-Vi 
c\=Vt xt xt - Xi 

Vt-Vi 
C2 = Vt Xt 

xt - x2 

The equations of L\ and Li are as follows: 

L\ = slope\{x - xt) +yt 

L2 — slopei(x - xt) + yt 

By using points p\ and p2 in Equation 12 

2/2 = slopei{x2 - xt) + yt 

j/i = slope2{xi - xt) + yt 

Solving Equation 13 for xt and yt yields: 

2/2 — yi — slope2x2 + slopeixi 
xt 

-slope2yi 
Vt •-

slope\ — slope2 

slope2y\ + slope\y2 + slope\slope2{x\ — x2) 

slopei — slope2 

Let the midpoint m,\2 of p\ and p2 be defined as (xm, ym), the slope for mu and t\2 

slopes as follows: 

Let xm and ym be defined as 

slopes 

xm = 

ii 

yt - ym 

Xt Xm 

X2 + Xi 

2 
Vi + 2/1 

12 



Using xm and ym from Equation 16 and yt and xt from Equation 14 and substituting into Equation 15, 

it can be found that: 

AC + 2BD 
slopes — 

2A + BC 

where 

slopei = 

slope2 = 

A = yi-y2 

B = X\ — X2 

C — slopei + slope2 

D = slopei * slope2 

2/i -yt 
Xi - Xt 

2/2 -yt 
X2 - Xt 

Therefore, the equation of line that passes through the ellipse center and midpoint m\i can be expressed 

as: 

, AC + 2BDf 

2/Q = 2/m+ 2A + BC {XO-Xm) (17) 

1.4 Contributions 

The contributions of this thesis to the literature will be many. A thorough analysis of the various Hough 

Transform based algorithms for ellipse detection will be provided. The focus will primarily be on the 

Standard Hough Transform, Probabilistic Hough Transform, Randomized Hough Transform and Parameter 

Space Decomposition. After this thorough analysis, a new proposed method will be provided. 

This thesis is organized as the follows: Chapter 1 provides essential information about the concepts and 

definitions that will be referenced throughout the thesis. It also provides information about the different 

types of Hough Transforms. In chapter 2, synthetic images will be used to validate how quickly and ac

curately ellipses are being detected by each algorithm. Real world images will be introduced afterwards. 
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And a discussion will follow after the experiments. In chapter 3, a new method is proposed by taking into 

account the strengths and weaknesses of each Hough-based transform. Comparisons between the new pro

posed method and other Hough-based transforms will follow afterwards. Chapter 4 concludes the thesis and 

provides recommendation for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Experimental results using synthetic and real world 

images 

2.1 Description of the experiments 

The main purpose of this chapter is to analyze each algorithm through experiments. The experiments were 

designed to bring out the best and the worst of each algorithm under different circumstances. It is impor

tant in our case, to determine how each algorithm deteriorates in terms of detection and calculation. The 

experiments were first conducted using synthetic ellipses. Additional objects were placed in afterwards to 

disturb ellipse detection. Finally, noise was scattered and added to the image. In the Probabilistic Hough 

Transform, only 20% of the edge points were taken. In the Randomized Hough Transform, each trial only 

had 200 samples. In each sample, three points were given the chance to vote. There were a total of 10 trials. 

The emphasis was placed mainly on the detection and the calculation time. The experiments were conducted 

using a DELL laptop D500 centrino 1.3GHz with 1.5Gigabytes of memory running on a Windows XP 32bit 

and Matlab 2008a system. 

2.2 Experiment using single synthetic ellipse 

The first experiment was carried out using synthetic ellipses. Figure 2.1 illustrates an example. The ellipse 

center location (xo>yo)> orientation <f>, semi-major axis a and semi-minor axis b vary from picture to picture. 

There were in total ten images used in the first experiment. On average, there were a total of 77 edge points 
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in the ellipse. In this experiment, all the algorithms performed relatively well for the ten images provided. 

As expected, the Standard Hough Transform was the slowest and the parameter space decomposition was 

the quickest. The results of the first experiment are summarized in Table 2.1 

Figure 2.1: Single synthetic ellipse 

Table 2.1: Experiment! - Single synthetic ellipse detection. 

Number of Trials 
Number of suc
cessful ellipse 
detections 
Percentage of suc
cessful rate 
Average time in 
seconds 

SHT 
10 
10 

100% 

500 

PHT 
10 
10 

100% 

100 

RHT 
10 
10 

100% 

42 

PSD 
10 
10 

100% 

2 

2.3 Experiment using single synthetic ellipse with a rectangle 

In the second experiment, an object of rectangular shape was added to the image as illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2: Experiment2 - Single synthetic ellipse and a single rectangle 

Ellipse and rectangle location, shape and orientation were modified in every image. There were a total 

of ten images used in the second experiment. On average, there were, in total, 168 edge points in each 

image. 77 belonged to the ellipse and 91 belonged to the rectangle on average. This translates to over 50% 

of the edges that do not belong to the ellipse. In the second experiment, the Standard Hough Transform and 
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Directional information for parameter space decomposition had the highest accuracy in the ten images pro

vided. However, due to the extra involved edge points in the image, the average calculation has been almost 

doubled. As expected, the Standard Hough Transform was the slowest and the Directional information for 

parameter space decomposition was the quickest. It should be noted that the accuracy of the Randomized 

Hough Transform and Probabilistic Hough Transform have deteriorated slightly. The calculation time for 

the Randomized Hough Transform has been kept constant, since only a fixed number of samples were used 

and the number of trials remained the same. The results of the second experiment can be seen in Table 2.2 

Table 2.2: Experiment2: Single synthetic ellipse detection using figure 2.2. 

Number of Trials 
Number of times 
of successful el
lipse detection 
Percentage of suc
cessful rate 
Average time in sec 

SHT 
10 
10 

100% 

900 

PHT 
10 
7 

70% 

180 

RHT 
10 
5 

50% 

42 

PSD 
10 
10 

100% 

2 

2.4 Experiment using synthetic ellipse with a rectangle, triangle, and a letter 

T 

In experiment 3, two additional objects were added. These objects consisted of a triangle and a letter T. The 

purpose of adding these two objects was to distract further each ellipse detection algorithm. The images 

used were similar to those in Figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3: Experiment3 - Single synthetic ellipse, rectangle, triangle and a letter T. 

The location, shape and orientation of each ellipse, rectangle, triangle and letter T were changed ran

domly in every image. There were a total often images used in the third experiment. On average, there were, 
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in total 227 edge points in each image. 77 belonged to the ellipse and 150 belonged to the rest of the objects. 

Over | of the edge points did not belong to the ellipse. These extra edge points in the image tripled the orig

inal calculation compared to experiment 1. The Standard Hough Transform and Directional information for 

parameter space decomposition had the highest accuracy in the ten images provided. As expected, Standard 

Hough Transform was the slowest and the Directional information for parameter space decomposition was 

the quickest. It should be noted that the accuracy of Randomized Hough Transform and Probabilistic Hough 

Transform have further deteriorated. The results of the third experiment are summarized in Table 2.3 

Table 2.3: Experiment3 - Single synthetic ellipse detection using figure 2.3. 

Number of Trials 
Number of suc
cessful ellipse 
detection 
Percentage of suc
cessful rate 
Average time in 
seconds 

SHT 
10 
10 

100% 

1220 

PHT 
10 
6 

60% 

244 

RHT 
10 
2 

20% 

42 

PSD 
10 
10 

100% 

2 

2.5 Experiment using synthetic ellipse with a rectangle, triangle, and a letter 

T, with one percent noise 

In experiment 4, random noise was added to the images to further distract each algorithm from detecting the 

ellipse as illustrated in Figure 2.4). 

Figure 2.4: Experiment4 - Single synthetic ellipse, rectangle, triangle and a letter T with one percent noise. 
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Adding the 1% noise has made the ellipse detection more difficult and the computation longer. There 

were a total of ten images used in the fourth experiment. On average, there were a total of 594 edge points 

in the image. Only 77 edge points belonged to the ellipse. Over 87% of the edge points did not belong to 

the ellipse. The Standard Hough Transform and Directional information for parameter space decomposition 

had the highest accuracy in ellipse detection in the ten images provided. Computational time was longer 

than ever. Both the Randomized Hough Transform and Probabilistic Hough Transform performed poorly in 

the fourth experiment. The summary of the fourth experiment is illustrated in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4: Experiment4 - Single synthetic ellipse detection using figure 2.4 with one percent noise. 

Number of Trials 
Number of suc
cessful ellipse 
detection 
Percentage of suc
cessful rate 
Average time in 
seconds 

SHT 
10 
7 

70% 

3290 

PHT 
10 
1 

50% 

630 

RHT 
10 
0 

0% 

42 

PSD 
10 
10 

100% 

5 

2.6 Summary of the four experiments 

As percentage of edge points of the ellipse diminished, the probabilistic models were found to perform 

poorly. This can be explained by the difficulty encountered in the random sampling. Sampling the right 

ellipse edge points was more difficult than ever, because of the low ellipse edge points presence. This 

observation can be used to explain the results provided in Table 2.5. 

To detect an ellipse, edge points belonging to the ellipse need to be used. Random sampling edge points 

belonging to the ellipse do not guarantee an accurate detection. For instance, this is true given that the edge 

points belonging to the ellipse were chosen in close proximity to each other as illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

Given that edge points belonging to the ellipse were chosen in close proximity to each other as seen in 

Figure 2.5, the partial ellipse detection can be observed in Figure 2.6. This phenomenon can be explained 

by the lack of information about the ellipse itself such as the ellipse center, semi-major axis, semi-minor 
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Table 2.5: Noise and edge influence in the experiments. 

Number of Edge points 
belonging to ellipse 
Total number of edge 
points 
% of edge points belong
ing to ellipse 
% of successful ellipse 
detection in SHT 
% of successful ellipse 
detection in PHT 
% of successful ellipse 
detection in RHT 
% of successful ellipse 
detection in PSD 

Experiment 1 
74 

74 

100% 

100 

100 

100 

100 

Experiment2 
74 

168 

44% 

100 

70 

50 

100 

ExperimenG 
74 

227 

32% 

100 

60 

20 

100 

Experiment4 
74 

594 

12% 

70 

50 

0 

100 

Figure 2.5: Close edge selected for the random sampling. 

axis and ellipse orientation. Therefore, ideally, to raise the accuracy of ellipse detection, the points selected 

should be equidistant apart from each other in the perimeter of the ellipse. This ensures accurate ellipse 

detection. 

Another observation made while performing these four experiments in the Standard Hough Transform 

and Directional information for parameter space decomposition was the computational time. As more and 

more edge points were found in the image, the computation time increased linearly. When the number of 

edge points doubled in the image, the computational time also doubled. 

2.7 Experiment using real world images 

The images used in this experiment can be divided into four categories: a normal eye illustrated in Fig

ures 2.7a-2.10a, an eye wearing glasses as illustrated in Figures 2.11a-2.14a and an eye with a different 
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Figure 2.6: Ellipse formation using close edge points 

(a) Original (b) SHT (c)PHT (d) RHT (e) PSD 

Figure 2.7: Results of each algorithm for eye 1 

orientation as illustrated in Figures 2.15a-2.18a. 

The results of each algorithm can be seen side-by-side to each other. Figures 2.7b-2.18b show the 

results for the Standard Hough Transform. Figures 2.7c-2.18c show the results for the Probabilistic Hough 

Transform. Figures 2.7d-2.18d shoe the results for the Randomized Hough Transform. And finally, Figures 

2.7e-2.18e show the results for Parameter Space Decomposition. 

(a) Original (b) SHT (c) PHT (d) RHT (e) PSD 

Figure 2.8: Results of each algorithm for eye 2 
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(a) Original (b) SHT (c) PHT (d) RHT 

Figure 2.9: Results of each algorithm for eye 3 

(e) PSD 

(a) Original (b) SHT (c) PHT (d) RHT 

Figure 2.10: Results of each algorithm for eye 4 

(e) PSD 

(a) Original (b) SHT (c) PHT (d) RHT 

Figure 2.11: Results of each algorithm for eye 5 

(e) PSD 

(a) Original (b) SHT (c) PHT (d) RHT 

Figure 2.12: Results of each algorithm for eye 6 

(e) PSD 

(a) Original (b) SHT (c) PHT (d) RHT 

Figure 2.13: Results of each algorithm for eye 7 

(e) PSD 
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(a) Original (b) SHT (c) PHT (d) RHT 

Figure 2.14: Results of each algorithm for eye 8 

(e) PSD 

(a) Original 

1^ * £€%&, V ;»**Pfi|i|||f|SKPf«5' 

.-* '-5: ft m •.•? 
(b) SHT (c) PHT (d)RHT (e) PSD 

Figure 2.15: Results of each algorithm for eye 9 
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(a) Original (b) SHT (c) PHT (d) RHT 

Figure 2.16: Results of each algorithm for eye 10 

(e) PSD 

(a) Original (b) SHT (c) PHT (d) RHT 

Figure 2.17: Results of each algorithm for eye 11 

(e) PSD 

(a) Original (b) SHT (c) PHT (d) RHT 

Figure 2.18: Results of each algorithm for eye 12 

(e) PSD 
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In Table 2.6, the calculation time required for each image has been recorded. The average calculation 

time for each algorithm is also provided at the end. The Standard Hough Transform had the slowest average 

calculation time. The Parameter Space Decomposition had the quickest. The Randomized Hough Transform 

was omitted, since, in most pictures, no ellipse was found. 

Looking through Figures 2.7-2.18, it was found that the Standard Hough Transform and Probabilistic 

Hough Transform had provided reasonable accuracy. In the Probabilistic Hough Transform, the result was 

impressive, considering that only a fraction (20%) of the edge points was used. In the Randomized Hough 

Transform, the result of the ellipse detection has been quite disappointing. This was due to the fact that there 

were too many edge points not pertaining to the ellipse. In most cases, no ellipse was found. The Random

ized Hough Transform provided the poorest detection/accuracy. The Parameter Space Decomposition was 

found to have the quickest calculation and best accuracy. 

Table 2.6: Calculation time required in the SHT, PHT, RHT and PSD for eyel-12 

Image 
Eyel 
Eye2 
Eye3 
Eye4 
Eye5 
Eye6 
Eye7 
Eye8 
Eye9 
Eye 10 
Eye 11 
Eye 12 
Average time 

SHT 
614sec 
610sec 
630sec 
615sec 
1211sec 
834sec 
938sec 
741 sec 
588sec 
724sec 
627sec 
638sec 
730sec 

PHT 
123sec 
126sec 
145sec 
130sec 
219sec 
156sec 
178sec 
140sec 
138sec 
173sec 
148sec 
166sec 
154sec 

RHT 
386sec 
416sec 
357sec 
360sec 
130sec 
99sec 
105sec 
98sec 
92sec 
lOOsec 
95sec 
88sec 
193sec 

PSD 
4.07sec 
4.67sec 
4.1sec 
4.95sec 
7.72sec 
5.11sec 
5.69sec 
4.17sec 
4.53sec 
5.66sec 
4.84sec 
4.60sec 
5sec 

2.8 Comparison and discussion of the Hough based algorithms 

In Table 2.7, major iterations were calculated in BigOh notation for each algorithm. The major iterations 

include computing the Hough Transform and locating the highest accumulated value in the accumulator. 

Memory requirements for each algorithm were also calculated. 
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Table 2.7: Number of major iterations and memory requirements for the Standard Hough Transform, Prob
abilistic Hough Transform, Randomized Hough Transform and Parameter space decomposition 

Standard 
Hough 
Transform 
Probabilistic 
Hough 
Transform 

Randomized 
Hough 
Transform 

Parameter 
space de
composition 

Big Oh notation in terms of major iter
ation loop 

where M is the total number of edge 
points 

m[a]i[b]j[:Eo]fc[0]i, + MiMjMfcMu 
where m < M and m is the total ran
domly selected point and M is the total 
number of edge points 

P 

pei 

' ( M \ (MX 

centage of points con 

where P is a 

ibination 

P ( f ) [xo]k + MiMMv + 
N)]fcM« +[a]i [%[</>]« where P is a 
percentage combination of edges 

Accumulator storage re
quirement 

[a] i[%[x0]fc[yo] u[4>]v 

[a]i[b)j[xo]k[yo]u[(l>]v 

'(?) 
[xo}k[yo]u+[a}i[b]j[(t>]v 

• 

Figure 2.19: A normal eye 

In Figure 2.19, there were in total 454 edge points. Only 133 edge points belonged to the eye contour. 

There were 321 irrelevant points, meaning more than 70% of the points were not needed. These irrelevant 

edge points contributed to unnecessary calculation in the Standard Hough Transform. Eliminating these 

irrelevant edge points sped up Standard Hough Transform calculation, at the same time as removing the 

false ellipse detection. 

Additionally, these irrelevant edge points also played an important role in the Randomized Hough Trans

form. As the number of irrelevant edge points increased, the precision and the successful ellipse detection 

rate for the Randomized Hough Transform decreased. This was due to the fact that there were too many 

irrelevant edge points in the image. Therefore, randomly selecting points belonging to ellipse became more 

difficult. Hence, the Randomized Hough Transform has more difficulty converging to a possible ellipse 
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parameter set. 

Using eye contour edge points only improves part of the computational time. The other part of the 

improvement comes from how each of the accumulated cell was constructed. Here is an example: 

Let [a]i be all the possible values of the semi-major axis, let [b]j be all the possible values of the semi-

minor axis, let [xo]k be all the possible values of the ellipse center in x-component, let [yo]u be all the 

possible values of the ellipse center in y-component and let [<f>]v be all the possible values of the ellipse 

orientation. 

A normal accumulator can be constructed as follows: 

Accumulator[a]i[b]j[xo}k[4>]v 

Where 

[a]i+i - \a]i - 1 

[b]j+1 - [% = 1 

N]fe+i - txo]fc = i 

[<f>]v+l - [4>]v = 1 

Having the accumulator cell spaced at 1 for every Hough Space parameter xo-yo-a-b-tfi provides the 

following number of loop operations. 

M[a]i[6]j[zo]fc[<£k' + Mi[%[zo]fcMi> 

where M is the number of edge points. The first term M[o]j[fr]j[io]ifeMij is for collecting votes and the 

second term M[a],[%[a:o]fc[</>]i> is for searching for the highest accumulator cell with the most accumulated 

votes. 

If the accumulator cell is spaced at 0.5 for every Hough Space parameter, as illustrated next: 
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Hi+i - [a]i = °-5 

[b]j+1 - [b]j = 0.5 

[xo)k+i - [xo)k = 0.5 

\4>)v+i - [4>}v = 0.5 

Then the number of iteration loops increases by 16. 

leMlalif&kbolfeM., + 16[a]t-[&fc[a:o]fc \4>]v 

Hence, the accuracy of each accumulator cell plays an important role in the computational time of any 

Hough based Transform. 

In the Probabilistic Hough Transform, every edge point contribution to the final voting accumulator set 

depends upon whether the edge point is being selected to vote. This is a good way to reduce unwanted edge 

points since over 70% of the edge points were irrelevant. In our Probabilistic Hough Transform experiment, 

we randomly selected 10% of the edge points or 45 points from Figure 2.19. Using only 14 edge points in 

the eye contour, the Probabilistic Hough Transform was able to accurately determine an ellipse. The only 

drawback with the Probabilistic Hough Transform is that if points were not selected carefully, the ellipses 

that were not the highest peaks will be chosen. Similarly, if there are too many edge points not belonging to 

the ellipse in the image, locating the ellipse becomes more difficult. 

In the Randomized Hough Transform, the primary iteration loop can be found only through the different 

combination set of the 3-point selection process in pi, p2 and p i . Selecting points belonging to the ellipse 

/ 454 \ 
has turned out to be difficult using Figure 2.19 since there are or 15493203 combinations in total 

\ 3 / 

and only 383306 combinations of 3-points belonging to the ellipse. Only 2.5% of the 3-point combinations 

belong to the ellipse. 4532969 iterations can be removed if eye contour points are selected, or over than 

97.5% of the iteration is unnecessary. 4532969 accumulator cells can be removed with a reduction of 

memory consumption by 97.5%. Locating the maximum accumulated cell is also quicker, as a result. 
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CHAPTER D 

New proposed algorithm 

3.0.1 Introduction 

Many real world images contain elliptical shapes. Elliptical shape detection has always been a key problem 

in computer vision and pattern recognition, especially for real-time applications like human face detection 

[26], iris detection [30] and driving assistance [9] [6]. 

Most ellipse detection approaches falls under four categories: Symmetry-based [28] [17], Random sam

pling [3], Genetic algorithm [27] and Hough-based transform [4] [15] [23] [1]. In symmetry-based detection, 

the ellipse geometry is taken into account. The most common elements used in ellipse geometry are the el

lipse center and axis. Using these elements and edges in the image, the ellipse parameters can be found. In 

random sampling methods, samples must satisfy a time bound and also a given probability density based on a 

particular geometry. After sampling, the edge points are used to determine ellipse parameters [3], In Genetic 

algorithms, the points in the image are divided into smaller subsets. The random samples taken from the 

subset are used to create a particular ellipse parameter set. A cost function is used to evaluate the presence of 

an ellipse by counting the number of points in the proximity of the ellipse perimeter. High points presence 

close to the ellipse perimeter indicates the presence of an ellipse. This cost function acts as an equivalent 

of an accumulator in the Hough transform. Two subsets (parents) are chosen to evoluate/crossover/mutate 

based on their cost function value to produce two additional subsets (offsprings). These offsprings are used 

to replace their parents in the subsets. A solution is found when all subsets converge to a particular ellipse 

parameter set. Hough-based transform is easy to implement. It uses edges in the image along with different 

ellipse parameters to create votes for the accumulator. The highest accumulated cell indicates the presence 
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Chapter 3. New proposed algorithm 

of an ellipse. 

Hough-based transforms vaguely fall under three different variations. There is the classic standard 

Hough transform [4]. It is a robust method used to detect ellipses. However, due to the heavy computational 

time and large amount of storage area requirement, ellipse detection under the standard Hough transform 

is impractical. Moreover, it may result in innacurate estimates especially in the case of noisy images. 

The second type is the probabilistic Hough transform [15]. This algorithm seeks to reduce the number 

of redundant votes in the accumulator. This reduction is accomplished by reducing the edges across the 

image evenly. The third type is parameter space decomposition [24] [8]. In this method, calculations are 

split into multiple stages where output in the accumulator in the first stage is used as an input in the next 

stage. Furthermore, improvement in the original parameter space decomposition is accomplished by the 

edge directional information level [1]. A comprehensive survey of different Hough-based transforms can be 

found in [16]. 

3.0.2 Recent works 

Recent developments on the Hough-based transform in [33] have proposed removing spurious points using 

edge curvature convexity. Edges that do not converge to the surrounding group edges curvature are then 

removed. This process dramatically reduces the number of edges to be used in any Hough-based transform. 

Keeping only edges belonging to the curvatures should help locating the ellipse parameters values accurately. 

In the method proposed in [33], ellipse detection consists then of four stages: removing spurious edge points 

in the first stage, locating the ellipse center using an accumulator (xo,yo) in the second stage, locating the 

ratio N of semi-minor axis b over the semi-major axis a and the tangent of ellipse orientation tan(0) using 

a second accumulator (N,K) in the third stage, where K = tan(^). Rewriting the second accumulator 

in terms of a, b and </>, the new second accumulator becomes (a/6,tan((/>)). Finally, using a/b and tan(^) 

in the third stage, combined with the ellipse center (xo,j/o)to indirectly locate a, b and 0 through N and 

K in the fourth stage. This method suffers mostly from input error propagation, where inaccurate results 

are passed on to detect a, b and <j> due to the error introduced by indirect quantization. The main source 

of inaccuracy is situated in the second accumulator (N,K) where ellipse parameters a, b and </> are not 

quantized directly. Ellipse orientation is computed from K. Since K is a quantized value or more precisely 
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an approximation, the orientation <j> will be erroneously calculated. For instance, given the real value of if to 

be 1.5, the theoretical ellipse orientation value <f> yields 56.31 degrees. If the quantization of 1 is to be used 

between accumulator cells, the original K will be rounded off to 2. This will yield 63.43 degrees. Narrowing 

down the quantization cells will only increase the additional memory requirement for the accumulator. If 

the direct parameter quantization of 1 was applied to the ellipse orientation, the ellipse orientation will only 

be off by 1. In other words, 56.31 degrees will be rounded off to 56 degrees. By the same explanation, 

b will be inaccurately calculated given that a is provided and N is retrieved from the highest accumulator 

cell. Finally, it can be seen in the experimental results in [33] that the values of the semi-major axis and 

semi-minor axis fall short in terms of accuracy. 

Other recent developments have focused on improving Randomized Hough transform (RHT). The au

thors in [19] demonstrated that RHT is easily influenced by noise in the image, so an iterated algorithm 

is proposed by narrowing down a search area in each iteration to remove noise. By focusing on a specific 

area, the edges belonging to the ellipse have a higher percentage chance of being selected randomly. Higher 

selection of ellipse edges leads to higher ellipse detection. However, if ellipse edges were not included in the 

first iteration, ellipse detection becomes difficult. In addition, what happens when noise and other unrelated 

edges are actually inside the ellipse? Zooming-in to a specific area will not help reduce unrelated edges or 

noise. Therefore, narrowing down a specific area might not work as originally intended. Furthermore, at 

each iteration, votes are reset and recollected. This leads to the same combination of edges voting multiple 

times throughout the iterations. Other proposed algorithms involve extracting line segments at the pixel 

level [21] and then linking together all the potential line segments to form arc segments. Arc segments of 

the same ellipse are then grouped together. This method falls short in terms of detecting small ellipses, since 

the accuracy of multiple arcs cannot be guaranteed. 

In general, most Hough-based transforms face parameter quantization inaccuracy. This inaccuracy not 

only affects the ellipse parameter values but also disperses votes into other accumulator cells. Therefore, to 

improve ellipse accuracy and memory consumption, quantization must be avoided and original edges should 

be used instead to compute ellipse parameters. However, quantization inaccuracy is not the only issue that 

faces Hough-based transforms. The computation slowness for Hough-based transforms is caused by the 

number of different combinations in the parameter space and the number of edges to be used in the image 
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space. This different combinations adds extra memory requirement in the accumulator. 

In this paper, we propose a method to minimize the number of edges to be used in the image space and 

at the same time to eliminate the use of parameter space. This improves memory consumption and ellipse 

detection time. The proposed method uses the approach in [1] to find the ellipse center using different 

combinations of two points with different values of xo in the image space. These two points were separated 

by a distance apart as described in [1]. However, instead of searching and solving for the rest of the ellipse 

parameters, the proposed method stores edges that voted for the ellipse center. Direct least square fitting of 

ellipse proposed in [5] is used to fit the stored edges. A two-dimensional parameter space will be required 

to store the ellipse location and one additional three-dimensional array to store edges that have voted for the 

ellipse center. Using only pairs of edges and the ellipse center, the recreation of the original ellipse can be 

accomplished and ellipse parameters determined using the Direct Least Square Ellipse fitting. The proposed 

method requires only a two edge accumulator voting system. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, new proposed algorithm is pre

sented. Section 3 is devoted to the experimental results comparison and analysis. Section 4 contains some 

concluding remarks. 

3.1 Quantization-free parameter space reduction(QFPSD) 

The algorithm consists of 5 stages: 

Q Use two different points, pi(xi,yl) and P2{x2,y2) with different values of xo to locate the ellipse 

center (xo,j/o) a s described by [1]. Store p\ andp2 if they are equidistant to the ellipse center and 

increase the accumulator for the ellipse center. Otherwise, disregard them. Only a small sample of 

equidistant pairs is required. 

Q Locate the highest accumulated ellipse center cell and retrieve the edge points, that voted for the 

ellipse center. 

Q Use pi, p2 and the ellipse center to project the new additional points p[ and p'2. 
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• Using the Euclidean distance between ellipse points and the ellipse center, the normal distribution can 

be used to model the presence probability of ellipse edge points. 

Q Use filtered scattered edges to fit into Direct Least Square Ellipse fitting. 

These operations are described in details in each of the following subsection stages. 

3.1.1 Locating the ellipse center using two points 

The procedure used to locate the ellipse center is the same as described in [1] (see figure 3.1). The ellipse 

center can be found using the following equation: 

Figure 3.1: Geometrical relationship between the two randomly selected points and their tangent line 

AC + 1BD. 
(i) 

where 
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A = yi-y2 

B = X\ — X2 

C = slopei + slope2 

D = slopeislope2 
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2 
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slope2 = 

Xm — 

ym = 

3.1.2 Equidistant points to the ellipse center 

In our algorithm, only the pair of edge points that are equidistant to the ellipse, as illustrated in Figure 3.2, 

are stored in a three-dimensional array and allowed to vote. All other pairs are disregarded and their votes 

are also being omitted. 

Figure 3.2: p\ andp2 equidistant to the ellipse center (XQ, yo)-

If the goal is to store as few points as possible, then only two pairs of unique edge points are required 

for a perfect half ellipse. Throughout our experiments, it has been proven that a single pair was more than 

enough to detect the ellipse. This is because by having the ellipse center and four edge points, it is possible 

to solve the ellipse equation. This pair of points should be located with an angle of | from any of the ellipse 

axis. 
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Normally, in real world images where ellipses are never perfect, a tolerance parameter has to be intro

duced to detect the elliptical form. This tolerance value can be described as the following where d\ and d.2 

are distances from ellipse edges to the ellipse center. 

tolerance = \d\ — cfel 

The tolerance value will be zero for a perfect ellipse. For a real world elliptical shape, the tolerance 

value will be higher than zero. This value can be adjusted depending on the image. Furthermore, not all 

pairs of equidistant points are needed. Only a small portion of the pairs is needed. Pairs of points can be 

sampled at a specific interval. This is equivalent as to reduce the number of votes to a smaller scale in the 

Probabilistic Hough transform. 

3.1.3 Locate the ellipse center with the highest accumulated cell and retrieve edges that 

have voted for the ellipse center 

In this stage, there are two main tasks. The first is to locate the ellipse center in terms of the xy coordinate 

with the highest accumulated cell by traversing a two-dimensional array: [zoMyoh- Once t n e location of 

the ellipse center is found, the second task consists of using the location of the ellipse center (xo,2/o) to 

retrieve the edges that have voted for the center. These edges can be stored in a three-dimensional array, as 

illustrated by the following: 

[xo] k boh [numberOf Edges] 

3.1.4 Points projected using p i , P2 and ellipse center 

Using the original pair of points p\,P2 and the ellipse center (xo,yo). additional points can be generated. The 

purpose of generating additional points is to save unnecessary storage space and add ellipse curve projection. 

This technique is illustrated in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Projected points from pi and p2. 

3.1.5 Normal distribution 

Using the Euclidean distance d between the ellipse center and ellipse points, the presence of ellipse points 

can be modeled using the Normal distribution, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. In this stage, the goal is to remove 

a small quantity of points that do not belong to the ellipse. Points that are beyond the semi-minor and semi-

major axis or points that are too close to the ellipse center are removed. Using a plus or minus one standard 

deviation, most points beyond the bell curve are rejected. 
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(a) Ellipse 
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(b) Normal distribution 

Figure 3.4: Normal distribution of distance between ellipse points and ellipse center 

3.1.6 Direct Least Square Ellipse fitting 

In this stage, the fitting of scattered data into the ellipse is performed using [5]. These scattered data are 

obtained after ellipse points are modeled using Normal distribution. The main idea is to minimize the sum 

of the distances of the scattered data from the ellipse curve. This method is especially efficient when data or 

spurious points to be fitted are in imperfect condition, as illustrated in figure 3.5a. The result of the scattered 

data fitting can be seen in figure 3.5b. 
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(a) Noisy ellipse (b) Ellipse fitting using Direct 

least square 

Figure 3.5: Direct least square fitting for ellipse 

3.2 Experiments 

The experiments were conducted using a Dell D500 Centrino 1.3GHz with 1.5Gigabytes of memory running 

Matlab 2008a under Windows XP 32bit. The experiments were divided into two primary stages: validating 

the correctness of the new proposed algorithm using synthetic images and testing the algorithm in real world 

environment. In the validation process, random noise was added to the images to disturb ellipse detection. 

Unfortunately, synthetic images can only validate the correctness of the algorithm. In real world images, 

elliptical shapes are often never in perfect condition. Therefore, the new algorithm must be adaptable to poor 

elliptical shape. Not having a perfect ellipse is just one of many issues that can arise when detecting elliptical 

shape. In some cases, elliptical shapes might have other obstructing objects inside itself or partially hidden 

by the elliptical object itself. To conclude our real world experiments, the new algorithm was tested on traffic 

sign detection and eye detection. Both of these applications are primarily used in the automotive industry 

for real-time application. In the traffic sign detection, the detector can warn the driver against danger ahead 

if the driver has not being diligent on the road. Similarly, in respect of eye detection, the machine can warn 

the driver if not enough attention has been put on the road, or if fatigue is taking over. 

The experiments in the real world environment are carried out with comparisons against other Hough-

based transforms, such as the Standard Hough transform (SHT), Probabilistic Hough transform (PHT), 

Randomized Hough transform (RHT) and Parameter Space decomposition (PSD). 
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3.2.1 Experiments with synthetic images 

Since the proposed algorithm relied on storing edges that voted for the ellipse center, in the next experiment, 

a demonstration revealing that not all edges are required is given in Figure 3.6. The basic idea is to store 

edges at a particular interval. In other words, stored edges are never close to each other. An interval of 50 has 

been used to demonstrate the accuracy of the ellipse detected in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.8 demonstrates that a 

single pair of edges might be enough to adequately locate the ellipse parameters. Figure 3.9 demonstrates the 

efficiency of each filter (equidistant and normal distribution) working side-by-side to remove unwanted non-

pertinent edges. Overlapping synthetic ellipses were tested in Figure 3.10. Visually fitted ellipse theoretical 

parameter values and the detected ellipse parameter values using the proposed algorithm for figures 3.9 and 

3.10 can be seen in tables 3.1 and 3.2. 

(a) all votes (b) interval of 10 

(c) interval of 20 (d) interval of 30 

(e) interval of 40 

Figure 3.6: Sampling interval for the pairs of points 
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(a) interval of 50 (b) interval of 50 result 

Figure 3.7: Accuracy of ellipse using an interval of 50 

(a) one pair vote (b) one pair vote with pro

jected points 

(c) one pair vote with pro

jected points result 

Figure 3.8: Accuracy of ellipse detection using one pair of points 
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(a) all votes (b) equidistant votes 

I'M I 
(c) applying normal distribution (d) direct least square fitting 

Figure 3.9: Experimental results to demonstrate both filters 

Table 3.1: Theoretical values and QFPSR in figure 3.9d. 

Image 

Figure 3.9d 

Methods 

Visually fitted 

QFPSR 

Xo 

33.8829 

35.8783 

yo 

37.0013 

37.0828 

a 

13.4027 

14.5824 

6 

9.5305 

9.9159 

* 
-0.0128 

-0.0072 

A A 
(a) Occluded ellipse 1 (b) Occluded ellipse 2 

Figure 3.10: Occluded ellipses 

Table 3.2: Theoretical values and QFPSR in figure 3.10. 

image 

Figure 3.10a 

Figure 3.10b 

Methods 

Visually fitted 

QFPSR 

Visually fitted 

QFPSR 

„ 
42.1244 

42.9877 

46.4839 

47.0384 

yo 

41.9764 

41.6621 

27.4097 

25.5777 

a 

17.6388 

16.4914 

16.7158 

13.8856 

b 

9.2941 

10.4560 

9.7942 

10.3807 

* 
-0.0007 

-0.1108 

1.5663 

1.45 

Since elliptical objects are found everywhere, elliptical shapes are put to test in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. 
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Clearly, in the results on both cases, our algorithm has performed relatively well with more precision. Edges 

not pertaining to the ellipse were filtered out using equidistant condition and normal distribution. 

(a) SHT (b) PHT 

(c) RHT (d) PSD 

(e) QFPSR 

Figure 3.11: Pink bicycle result 
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(a) SHT (b) PHT 

(c) RHT (d) PSD 

(e) QFPSR 

Figure 3.12: Wheels result 

3.2.2 Experiments on elliptical shapes in real world environment 

In this section, our algorithm is tested in real world environment. Side-by-side results are illustrated in 

Figures 3.13, 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 
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(a) SHT (b) PHT 

(c) RHT (d) PSD 

(e) QFPSR 

Figure 3.13: Left rear of a red volvo 850 
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(a) SHT (b) PHT 

(c) RHT (d) PSD 

(e) QFPSR 

Figure 3.14: Antique vase 

(a) SHT (b) PHT 

(c) RHT (d) PSD 

(e) QFPSR 

Figure 3.15: Magnifying glass 
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(a) SHT (b) PHT 

(c) RHT (d) PSD 

(e) QFPSR 

Figure 3.16: Hidden plate 

3.2.3 Real world application: traffic sign detection 

Detecting the appropriate road warning sign can help drivers reduce accidents on the road. Different road 

signs are classified with different geometry shapes. Special signs that might require strict attention for 

drivers are "No Entrance", as illustrated in Figure 3.17, "No right turn", as illustrated in Figure 3.19, "No 

left turn", as illustrated in Figure 3.21 and "No U turn", as illustrated in Figure 3.23. Comparison of the 

results can be seen in Figures 3.18, 3.20, 3.22 and 3.24. 

The main purpose of this experiment was to test accuracy. To measure how accurate our algorithm is 

comparing to other Hough-based transforms, ellipses were visually fitted to create theoretical values. Only 

the highest accumulator cell was retrieved in this experiment. A summary of the experimental results can 

be found in Table 3.3. Through experimental results, it can be seen that our proposed algorithm had the best 

result in terms of accuracy and execution time. 
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(a) Original image (b) Edges (c) Visually fitted 

Figure 3.17: Traffic sign 1 

(a) SHT (b) PHT (c)RHT 

(d) PSD (e) QFPSR 

Figure 3.18: Traffic sign 1 results 

(a) Original image (b) Edges (c) Visually fitted 

Figure 3.19: Traffic sign 2 
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(a) SHT (b) PHT (c) RHT 

(d) PSD (e) QFPSR 

Figure 3.20: Traffic sign 2 results 

(a) Original image 

(b) Edges (c) Visually fitted 

Figure 3.21: Traffic sign 3 
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(a) SHT (b) PHT (c)RHT 

——jJIljM 

(d) PSD (e) QFPSR 

Figure 3.22: Traffic sign 3 results 
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(a) Original image 

(b) Edges (c) Visually fitted 

Figure 3.23: Traffic sign 4 
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(a) SHT (b) PHT 

'\^< 

Z&*\ 

(c) RHT (d) PSD 

(e) QFPSR 

Figure 3.24: Traffic sign 4 results 
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Table 3.3: Value comparison of theoretical, SHT, PHT, RHT, PSD and QFPSR 

Image 

Traffic Sign 1 

Traffic Sign 2 

Traffic Sign 3 

Traffic Sign 4 

Methods 

Visually titled 

SHT 

PHT 

RHT 

PSD 

QFPSR 

Visually fitted 

SHT 

PHT 

RHT 

PSD 

QFPSR 

Visually filled 

SHT 

PHT 

RHT 

PSD 

QFPSR 

Visually fitted 

SHT 

PHT 

RHT 

PSD 

QFPSR 

*o 

81.2850 

79 

IS 

66 

82 

81.5134 

102.7677 

92 

17 

68 

102 

I01J711 

84.9302 

30 

21 

25 

85 

83.6187 

97.9580 

52 

16 

1 

94 

96.9702 

yo 

47.5423 

41 

73 

89 

47 

47.2630 

39.0177 

46 

76 

94 

38 

38.1045 

83.1512 

68 

167 

173 

114 

81.6666 

102.8233 

74 

74 

162 

76 

102.7695 

a 

15.6248 

It 

12 

14 

30 

15.8250 

17.2039 

15 

14 

6) 

24 

15.3174 

19.8230 

11 

14 

47 

30 

18.2584 

21.553! 

15 

15 

81 

30 

17.7194 

b 

16.4715 

10 

11 

4 

3 

17.1777 

16.1118 

13 

10 

9 

18 

17.5491 

19.9808 

10 

13 

33 

4 

17.7879 

20.9893 

14 

14 

45 

3 

20.2579 

C 

-0.0348 

-0.0873 

-0.0768 

0 

-O.OI75 

-0.9379 

-0.0181 

-0.2618 

-0.0192 

1 

-0.0175 

0.8238 

-0.15S5 

-0.3491 

0 

2 

-0.0175 

-0.2095 

1.5606 

-0.3491 

-0.1920 

1 

-0.0175 

-0.4772 

time in 

N/A 

9271 

1854 

7835 

38 

27 

N/A 

8164 

1633 

744 

23 

9 

N/A 

12470 

2495 

225 

107 

82 

N/A 

36710 

7342 

205 

223 

198 

In reviewing our experimental results, I found that our algorithm has achieved results very close to the 

theoretical values. Most ellipse parameters values were found within 1%. This 1% error can be attributed to 

human error since the theoretical results were created visually. In addition, the algorithm was the fastest to 

finish up the ellipse detection. 

3.2.4 Real world application: eye detection 

Eye detection presents a good scenario to test the proposed algorithm, since the eye does not have a perfect 

elliptical shape. Additionally, pupils, irises and sclera generate unwanted disturbance edges. In some of the 

pictures, eyeglasses frames were also included. Figures 3.25 to 3.36 were used to demonstrate the results of 

the proposed algorithm against other Hough-based algorithms. These pictures are truly challenging, since 

the upper left/right curvatures and lower left/right curvatures of the eyes do not necessary reflect to the same 

ellipse parameters. Locating the best fit ellipse to the eye can be a difficult task. The calculation time for 

each image is illustrated in Table 3.4. 
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(b)PHT (c)RHT (d)PSD (e)QFPSR 

Figure 3.25: Results of each algorithm for eye 1 

(b)PHT (c)RHT (d)PSD (e)QFPSR 

Figure 3.26: Results of each algorithm for eye 2 

(b)PHT (c)RHT (d)PSD (e) QFPSR 

Figure 3.27: Results of each algorithm for eye 3 

(b)PHT (c)RHT (d)PSD (e) QFPSR 

Figure 3.29: Results of each algorithm for eye 5 
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(a) SHT (b) PHT (c) RHT (d) PSD 

Figure 3.30: Results of each algorithm for eye 6 

(e) QFPSR 

(a) SHT (b) PHT (c) RHT (d) PSD 

Figure 3.31: Results of each algorithm for eye 7 

(e) QFPSR 

(a) SHT (b) PHT (c) RHT (d) PSD 

Figure 3.32: Results of each algorithm for eye 8 

(e) QFPSR 

-< s:-s«»fv « > WKKM 

- . m mmua 
(a) SHT (b) PHT (c) RHT (d) PSD 

Figure 3.33: Results of each algorithm for eye 9 

M M 

(e) QFPSR 

iHSiS 

(b)PHT (c)RHT (d)PSD (c) QFPSR 

Figure 3.34: Results of each algorithm for eye 10 
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(a)SHT (b)PHT (c) RHT (d) PSD (e)QFPSR 

Figure 3.36: Results of each algorithm for eye 12 

Table 3.4: Calculation time required in SHT, PHT, RHT, PSD and QFPSR for eyel-12 

Image 

Eyel 

Eye 2 

Eye 3 

Eye 4 

Eye 5 

Eye 6 

Eye 7 

Eye 8 

Eye 9 

Eye 10 

Eye 11 

Eye 12 

Average time 

SHT 

614 sec 

610 sec 

630 sec 

615 sec 

1211 sec 

834 sec 

938 sec 

741 sec 

588 sec 

724 sec 

627 sec 

638 sec 

730sec 

PHT 

123 sec 

126 sec 

145 sec 

130 sec 

219 sec 

156 sec 

178 sec 

140 sec 

138 sec 

173 sec 

148 sec 

166 sec 

154sec 

RHT 

386 sec 

416 sec 

357 sec 

360 sec 

598 sec 

456 sec 

500 sec 

398 sec 

400 sec 

501 sec 

402 sec 

412 sec 

432 sec 

PSD 

4.07 sec 

4.67 sec 

4.1 sec 

4.95 sec 

7.72 sec 

5.11 sec 

5.69 sec 

4.17 sec 

4.53 sec 

5.66 sec 

4.84 sec 

4.60 sec 

5 sec 

QFPSR 

2.31 sec 

2.74 sec 

2.27 sec 

2.89 sec 

4 sec 

2.38 sec 

2.47 sec 

1.98 sec 

2.28 sec 

3.01 sec 

2.60 sec 

2.49 sec 

2.62 sec 

3.2.5 Analysis of Quantization-free parameter space reduction 

In the new proposed algorithm, there were basically two filters to remove unwanted non-ellipse pertinent 

edges: one filter focus on the individual edge-pair level and the other focus on the group edge level. In the 

first filter, individual pairs of edges were targeted and rejected if the equidistant condition was not met. In 

the second filter, edges that were too far away compared to the average distance to the ellipse center were 
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completely removed in order to improve ellipse accuracy. 

Additionally, the new proposed algorithm did not add any major loops to the elliptical shape detection. 

The complexity stayed at cO(n2) where c is a fraction. In terms of memory requirements, only a two 

dimensional accumulator was needed to store the ellipse center. A three dimensional array was needed to 

store the edge points from the image. Using the Direct Least Square fitting of the ellipse, the algorithm 

itself could validate the ellipse center (xo, yo) and eliminate errors in the parameter space quantization. In 

an elliptical shape where the ellipse is not perfect, the Direct Least Square fitting of the ellipse can be used 

to best describe the ellipse by minimizing the distance between ellipse noise edges. 

When comparing the new proposed algorithm with directional information parameter space decompo

sition, the new proposed algorithm had few advantages. In the proposed algorithm, once the ellipse center 

was located, ellipse parameters were found by fitting into the Direct least square method. Meanwhile for 

parameter space decomposition, additional combinations of ellipse parameters were required to locate the 

rest of the parameter values. The number of additional loops was proportional to the number of ellipses 

found. 

The new proposed method also eliminates input error propagation in the original Parameter Space De

composition. This input error propagation affects values of semi-major axis a, semi-minor axis b and angle 

4> of the ellipse orientation. Additionally, the values of semi-major axis a, semi-minor axis b and angle cf> 

of the ellipse orientation were quantized. In the current proposed algorithm, no ellipse parameters were 

quantized. 

In terms of accuracy, unlike any Hough-based transform, the new proposed algorithm uses original 

edges. This translates into higher accuracy, as illustrated in the experiments. The accumulator for the ellipse 

center was only used to locate and collect evidence in order to decide which edges were needed in order 

to be fed into direct least square method. Therefore, no parameters of the ellipse were actually quantized. 

Quantized accumulator cells only led to approximated values for the ellipse parameters. 

Additionally, to detect the ellipse, the range of values of the semi-major axis a, semi-minor axis b and 

angle (j> of ellipse orientation must be given the opportunity to vote. If, for a particular reason, the range of 

these values were skipped, accuracy on the ellipse is compromised, or failure in ellipse detection will occur. 

In any Hough-based transform, the local maxima in the accumulator are often surrounded by other 
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closed values, if they are not equal to the local maxima itself, as illustrated in Figure 3.37. This phenomenon 

occurs when ellipse edges are noisy. Because Direct Least square methods have been used to locate ellipse 

parameters, the center local maxima are truly found. 

Figure 3.37: Multiple local maxima 
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CHAPTER T* I 

Conclusions 

The most popular method for ellipse detection in digital imagery is currently the Hough Transform. The 

weaknesses in Hough-based transforms include inaccuracy due to quantization and memory consumption 

due to five-dimensional parameter space. As a result, we have proposed a new approach for ellipse detection. 

Unlike any of the previous Hough-based transforms, where five-dimensional parameters space is required, 

in the proposed algorithm, the ellipse parameter values were located by reconstructing the original ellipse 

using a pair of edges and the ellipse center. This method has demonstrated that a five-dimensional parameter 

space is no longer required by an ellipse. Through rigorous testing using a large number of experimental 

results involving synthetic images and different real world applications, such as traffic sign detection and eye 

detection, our proposed algorithm has obtained higher accuracy, lower memory consumption and quicker 

calculation times. 

Unlike previous generations of Hough-based transforms, the focus was based on locating quantized 

parameter values, the new algorithm focused on the edges themselves. Any edges that have the potential of 

being part of an ellipse were retained for locating the ellipse parameter values. Because focus was placed on 

the edges themselves, accuracy on the ellipse has greatly improved. Also, since only edges belonging to the 

ellipse were kept, due to the filters equidistant and normal distribution, the proposed algorithm was really 

robust to noise. Furthermore, the new algorithm, did not add any additional major iterations to the original 

parameter space decomposition algorithm. The complexity was kept to cO(n2) where c is a fraction. As for 

the memory consumption for storing the edges, only a small portion was required. Results have been proven 

to be quite accurate. 
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Chapter 4. Conclusions 

In the future works, additional improvement can be done regarding the number of edges to be stored 

for the potential ellipse based on the ellipse center. Ideally, edges should be stored evenly across the ellipse 

perimeter. This additional improvement can improve greatly the detected ellipse parameters. Additionally, 

effective edges storage can improve greatly memory consumption. Furthermore, technically speaking, hav

ing two edges pi and P2, the projected edges p[ and p'2 and the ellipse center, ellipse equation should be 

solvable without the need of Direct Least Square method. 
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